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Theoretical, Ethical and Strategic I ssues ln
Liberallrzation and Globalrzation: The Case of
Cross-Border Banking
Abdul-Ganiyu Garba, M. M. (Jsman dnd R. Sanusi'
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Introduction

t is axiomatic that

I

liberalization has been the dominant philosophy and ideology

shaping national and international financial games since the collapse
Standard

in

1971. Economic tiberalism has strong foundations in economic thought

and policy and it takes pride

of place

as the

orthodox economic thought. Indeed, economic

of

the national and economic thoughts driving the

liberalism is arguably, the pillar of much
process

of the Gold

of globalization in the last four

decades.

' Commelts should be sent to kagarba@yahoo.com
' Prof AMul-Ganiyt Garba M. M. Usman and R. Sanusi

are of Ahmadu Bello Univetsity, Ztia. The views expressed
in this paper ate those of the authors and do not necessatily represent the views of the institution to which they arc
affdiated to or those of the CBN.
I
The Intemationa.l Gold Standard established by the Brctton !floods Agteement of 1994 took effect in 1946 \rith al
currencies fxed to the US$ which *zs in tun fixcd to the price of gold at US$35 per ounce. The system was sustzioed
by the pledgc by the US governmeat to redeem USI holdings of centrat banks with gold at the 6xcd atc. When
Presideot Nixon eliminated the 6xed price on Gold in 197'l therefote, thc system collapsed
(http://eo.wihp€dia.ory/wiki/C'old standard. After the collapss nations switch€d tora, money t$at is, money
declared legal tender by Borrrnmcnts.
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The post-1971 period has "been the most tumultuous in international moneary history''.
Yet, economic liberalism remains resilient attracting great support amidst the worse global

economic crisis since the Great Depression. Figure 1 shows a timeline of the volatility

of

financial indicators such as exchange rate, interest rate, asset prices, commodity prices and
domestic pdces in the eta before and during the 1970s and 1980s. From 1980s to date there

r episld$ 0f global

have been at le^st

k

2009) and at lcasl

seyen mator

(1990-93; 1998;2001-2002;2007 -

frnaqaql crisis

-

1982 (debt crisis rhat affected Mexico and

developing countries including Nigeria), 1986 (savings and loans crisis in the United States);
1990 Qapan, Sweden, Norway and Finland asset market bubble and banking crisis); 1995
(lvfexican crisis); 1997 (South East Asian asset market, cutrency and banking crisis) and
2OO7

-2009 (global Enancial crisis)'.

At tlle heart of

each

of the major financial

international and domestic banks and indeed, a ma)ority

of

crisis are

the crisis were failures of

national bankingsystems of failufes of the global financial system.

Financial crisis is very cosdy, prctracted and contagious. For instance, Curry and Shibut
(2000)' estimated that the US savings and loans crisis
between 1989 and December 1999, a total

of

of

1986-95 cost the US tax system

$153 biJlion with tax payers picking up 9124

billion or 81per cent of the total cost. In addition, 1,043 thrift businesses with total asset base
exceeding $500 billion closed down. Hunteq et al (2003) estimated that the banJ<ing crisis
the United States and Sweden cost respectively 3 pet cent and 4 per cent

in

of GDP to clean up

compared to Thailand (42 per cent) and Indonesia (55 per cent).' These estimates suggest

that financial crisis tend to be far more cosdy in developing counries than in developed
countries.

In addition, as suggested by the !7otld Bank and Federal

Resetve Bank

of

Chicago (2002), financial crisis tend to be more protracted in developing countries (llunter,

etil,2003).

' The years reptesent *hen the financial crisis began.
' htm: / /u,*ll,.fdic.sov /bank/rnalwical/bankino / 2VJOdec /bryllr2 2.odf

'h
\florld Bank and Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago (2002) puts the cost at tl80 billion

ll
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Figute 1: Instability of key prices
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Source: Garba and G arba Q001,2003)

It

goes without saying, therefore, that avoiding financial crisis is a wise decision for policy

y those in developing countries. Advocating for greater liberalization
seems to run counter to four stylized facts revealed by the seven episodes of financial crisis
from 1982 to date. First, all seven crisis in 1982-2009 followed a regime of deepening and
makers particu.la

widening libetalization. This suggests that deepening and widening libetalization carry with

it

a risk

of

financial crisis. Second, the financial crises are systematically linked.o Thus,

country entering into a regime

amplify its risks

of

of

a

deepening and widening liberalization is more likely to

frnancial crisis as well as its !'ulnerability to the virus

contagion. Three, financial crises

of

financial

is very cosdy, protracted and inherendy, morally

hazardous.'A fourth stylized fact fiom the experience of the global economy in the era of
post-1971 liberalization is the growing independence
economy like the divide between

'Vall Steet"

of the financial sector from the real

and "Main Stree

t".

' Show the linkages betweenJapan and Scafldiflaviao crisis;Japao and South East Asia etc.

'Tte burden of palng for financial crisis falls mainly on those who did flot cause the clisis. As the cutrent global crisis is
shovring, the economic €ents whose behaviors are mainly causal to the cdsis seem to benefit through large bonuses. Such
morally hazatdous situations we have argued in Gatba and Ga6a (2001,2003) are linked to behavior of the United States
govetnments to Enancial crisis: (a) a historical teodency to slueld causal ageots from thc Urited Statcs ftom consequences
of thei actions while shifting burdeos of Enancial crisis to asymmetrically dis-edvrnuged countries and citizeos.
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The stylized facts iuxtaposed against the push for greater kberukzation raise philosophical,
theoretical, ethical and strategic questions. It is thus, not surprising that within academia and

within national and international policy cycles, libetalization attracts interise debates and
some time, personalized polemics.u For us in Nigeria with our recent economic history

dominated by (1) oil boom and bust cycles; (2) external debt related financial crisis; (3)
structural adjustment; (4) post-bankiflg sector deregulation episodes of banking crisis and;
(5) post-oit boom and post-banking consolidation telated crisis, the debate is relevant but

not its polemics. Engaging the discourse in a purpose dtiven manner is essential and the key
purpose is to help us rethink our past, re-examine our current thiflking, what we claim to
know, our motivations, our choices and our actions; past, current and contemplating The

rethinking cannot rely on sophistrl,, platitudes or on some master discourse(s) and it must be
contextual. A willingness to acknowledge experiences and noisy facts (facts that do not
support preconceived views) would be most appropriate.

If

situated within the context

of

the economic transformation

of Nigeria

as

it ought to; any

theoretical and policy introspection ought to be deep, clear and comprehensive. Otherwise,

it is unlikely to produce the tlpe of insights that could bear good frtits;.

transfamtatiae

economic thinking, motivations, choice (strategies and policies) and actions.

of

the additional stylized facts that ought to guide such introspectiofl is, the
inconsistencies in the responses of govetnments in the United States, United Kingdom,
Germany, Ftance and other leading membets of the G7 to the banking crisis, stock market
One

crash and baflkruptcies

of

mzlor firms with the standardized 'qWashington Consensus"

which the same governments directly and through the IMF and Wodd Bank administered
on developing and emerging nations that experienced financial crisis in the 1980s and 1990s.

Instead

of

fiscal austerity and its attendant GDP deflation, the G7 governments

to

avoid GDP deflation and growing
unemployment; instead of allowing disttessed financial organizations to collapse as they

implemented very large stimulus packages

prescribed to developing and emerging countdes in crisis, the US and UKgovetnments and

'A

good example is the Paul Krugrnan Chicago School debate.Itis so intense that petsonal issues infiltrated and clouded
reason and effective communication of thoughts and values
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their allies bailed out their big banks and, instead of privatization of government businesses,

the G7 governments nationalized and acquired stakes in private banks and firms at great
costs to their taxpayers.T

This paper aims to contdbute to the discourse on financial libetalization and its
globalization through crcss-border banking and, the deeper debate about the limits of the
orthodox foundations of economic science. The paper rests on two fundamental claims.
The first claim which act clarifies the position the paper is taking is:
The tbeoretical clains of ecommic liberalism are inadcqrute and
defciett ar a means of mderstanding bon, to

sohte

orrent ennomic

probbms.

Thus in the paper, we are not limited to the three sets

of

theoretical issues that frames

academic and policy discourse on cross-border banking: (1) determinants

of cross-border

banking, (2) impacts of cross-border banking and (3) implications of cross-border banking

for the effectiveness of national regulatory and supervisory capacities. Neither are vre
limited to how the questions are answered within liberal thought. Indeed, we raise questions
about (1) the ethical commitrnents of equilibrium theory, the core of neo-liberal thought,
and (2) the strategic implications

of neo-libetalism in a conflict-oriented global economy

characterized by srategic opportunities owing to asymmetries in political, economic and

military power, information, technological capacities, national institutions and, in
international trade and financial rules and that of effectiveness of enforcement.
The second claim we make which is similar to that which Keynes made in Chapter 1 of the
GenralTheo$ is that the disastrous outcomes associated with episodes of
ntn

a

deepening or a

tti

is not a secure foundation

for finding solutions to the concrete problems of today. Keynes

Ihe UK govcrnment for instance, aationalized Northem Rock and while using ovet d400 billiofl to shore up its Enancial
system mainly through bailout and ctedit guarantees. Similady, the US governmeot under President Bush (a Republican)
nationa.lized Bears Steatn and provided a t700 billion bail-out packages to acquire stakes io AIG, Citigroup, Merrill Lynch
etc in addition, to bail-outs to the automobile industry (General Motors and Chrysler).
'

' Kcynes argues that the postulates of the classical theory are applicable to a special case only and not to the gefleral cas€, th€
situation which it assumes being a limiting point of possible positions of equilibrium. Moreover, the characteristics of the
spccial casc assumed by the classical theory happen oot to be drose of dre economic so€iety in \r,hich wc actually live, with
the result drat its teaching is misleading and disastrous if we attempt to apply it to facts of experieoce." (lGy,nes, 1936:3).
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failures to achieve full employrnent and arbirary and

great disparities in wealth and incomes

-

finding faults with the tacit assumptions of

classical theorywhich are nevet satisfied.

Our focus is on equilibrium theory, the core fundamental theory of neoliberal and which
drives extensions in thoughts and, the globalization

of

economic liberalization. Like

Keynes, we argue that the claims are invalidated by weaknesses

of

assumptions but also, by

ethical commitmeflts that glorifies greed, selfishness, hedonism and individualism even at
the expense

of social cohesion

and progression.

\{/'e analyze, systematize and evaluate

equilibrium theory in section III and its applications to

II. In
committed to andthe m

cross-border banking after clari$ring some key concepts
equilibrium theory we focus on the ethics it is implicidy

in

section

analyzing
ync (bono

economiots)and,how combined, it produces a thought that rationalizes selfishness, greediness

and hedonism even at the expense

of

our position, we relate the applications

collective interests. In systematizing and evaluating

of equilibrium

theory to cross-border banking and

Keyne's discourse on (1) the transfer problem; (2) the social philosophy
Tbeory; a:nd (3) the literature on

of

Tbe General

infotmation econom.ics and games theory relevant to the

discourse on cross-border banking. In section IV we highlight some

of

the key ethical and

strategic issues raised by cross border banking and the main conclusions are drawn in
section

V

II.

Conceptual Issues

The key concepts of interest are liberalization, globalization, cross-border banking,
financial crisis, ethics and strategic choice situation. In clari!,ing the concepts, we organize
the conceptual clarifications as follows:

1.

Liberalization, globalization and ctoss-borderbanking

2. Financial Crisis
3. Ethics
4. Strategic Choice Situation

Garba et al: Theoretical, Ethical and Strategic lssues in Liberalization and Globalization
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LibetalizationrGlobalization and Cross-borderBanking

The tlree concepts are telated.

Of

the three concePts, globalization is relatively more

complexin its essence and manifestations. The essential chatacteristic of globalization is the
international deepening and widening of the influence

o

{

the donirunt global social,

political

and economic institutions, ideas, cultures, relations and policies.' The process of
globalization is thus, inhetendy driven by the dynamic telations of power. The fall of the
Berlin Wall 20 years ago, a victory fot the dominating social, political and economic
institutions, ideas, cultures, relations and policies gave rise to new states that were more
receptive to influences

of

the dominating social, political and economic institutions, ideas,

cultures, relations and policies. As China gains ascendancy, the global influence

of its social,

political and economic institutions, ideas, cultues, relations and policies would also, gain
ascendancy.

Liberalization is conceptualized simply as the relaxation of preaiors goaernment restrictiou or
regrlations.

It could be applied to social, political or economic

liberalism and economic liberalism are complements. However,

domains. Often, political

of

interest in this paper is

economic liberalisation @,L) that is, a set of policies and institutional changes comprising
financial liberalisation fL), tade liberalization (IL), privatization p), exchange rate
liberalization SRL), capital account liberalization (CAL) and mote liberal laws (tr4T I ) that
relax entry and exit conditions and grants equal rights and opportunities to national and
international economic agents.

(1)

EL=

{FL,TL,P,XRL,CAL,MLL}

Even after the recent global financial crisis, liberalization temains the dominant economic
intellectual force shaping thought and economic policies in the dominant global economic
powers that make up the G7 counfties (Linited States, Japan, Germany, United Kingdom,
Ftance, Italy and C mtda).I)berdtzation is usually associated with the neoclassical counter-

revolution which gained ascendancy in the ea y 1970s

as the

Keynesian revolution declined

undetmined by (1) its failure to resolve the crisis posed to policy and policy makets by the

some conceptualizations ( re!, globalizati onis iewed
intaglatinf,process. However, while the integration may be a
^s ^n
hatmoni{ngprocess in psychology, biology and even mathematics,
the integstion of business organizatioos, malkets and
public policies acmss national borders is an inherendy asl.mmetrical process that gives rise to straregic opportunidcs,
market faiJures and unequal garns.

'In
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of high inflation and high

unemplo;,rnent), and (2) by the neoclassical countef-revolution. Exchange rate Libealisation

in 7971 md between 797 7 and
1994, financral liberalization, prtvaizaaon, ttade liberalization and capital account
liberalization aided by the victory of the Conservative Party in the UK (in 1979) and the
Republicans in the US (in 1980) widened the scope of liberalization in the UK and US. The
replaced the Gold Standard mechanism which coliapsed

debt crisis in Sub-Saharan Africa, Latin America and South Asia; the curency crisis in South

of the Communist BIoc helped to globalize
liberalization. Key multilateral organizations such as the World Bank, the IMF and the
WTO, have beginning with the Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAP), been
East Asia, Mexico and Russia and the collapse

instrumental in globalizing liberalism.
Cross-border banking is a key element

of

the globalization

originating from the global economic powers

of the G7.

of

financial lberalization

Cross-border banking (CBB)

includes capital flows (CF) which services international trade; commercial ptesence (CP)

of

foreign banks and consumption of banking services abroad (CA). Using set notation, crossborder banking (CBB) could be tepresented as:

Q)

cBB= {CF,CP,cA,z};

where, Z is any other cross-border provision and use

of banking services

This study, however, Iimits itself to capital flovs and commercial presence on the grounds
that the dominant forms

of ctoss-border banking in the context of ctoss-border banking,

Iiberalization would generally involve:

(a) temovals of resttictions of entty so that foreign banks could have commercial
ptesence, sol.icit for business;

(b) prudential

gu.idelines which protect players (investors, depositors, policy holders,

etQand maintaining integrity and stability

of the financial system;

(c) adoption of international standards for regulation and supervision @asel If); and
(d) capital account Liberalization (removal of testrictions to entry and exit of foreign
capitd).
Indeed, the discourse on determinants

of

cross-border banking will include some

if not all

in the list of determinants of cross-bordet banking. Countries that desire to accelerate
commercial presence for instance, are advised to provide the hstitutional and policy

Garba et al: Theoretical, Ethical and Strategic Issues in Liberalization and Globalization
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environments favourable to global players even including the momlly hazardous $urantees
of safety nets. It is important, however, both from concePtual and Policy persPective to
appreciate the fact that cross-border banking is, at best

a

means not an end. That is, whatwe

know about activities in international banks in all the financial crisis in 1982-2009 cannot be
ignored in advocating cross-border banks.

The Nigerian data on the flet flov/s

of

financial capital associated with trade in goods,

services and financial assets are shown in Table 1. The Table shows cleady

a

net outflow

of

(1) goods and (2) financial capital. The consistendy positive trade balance implies that
Nigeria is

a net

exporter while the consistendy negative balances on the invisible and capital

accounts indicate that Nigeria is a net exporter also,
cumulative net ttansfers

of

of

financial capital. Indeed, the

financial assets from Nigeria in 7999-2007 are about US$128

billion. Clearly, (1) Nigeria is, a viable opportunity for foreign financial service ptovidets and
(2) Nigeria offers the oppomrnity at the cost

of

domestic absorption which is the sum

of

private consumption (Cp), private investment (Ip), government consumption (Cg) and
public investment (g).'o

Table 1: Balance of Payment Accounts, 1999-2007 (US$ Million)
(iurrcnt Account

Invisible Balance

Oroial r\ccount

-250.Ott0

-5054.85
-501 0.86

39 57 .36

6018.,r4

48

-fi41.52

1999
000

Balance ofTrade
352 1.8 8
9401r.86

2001

443 5.68

2W2
2W3

4t31.24

2004

19593.48
195 t7.9 t

21285.68

Year
2

7

2(n5

789.7 2

-247

35297
3838.51r
5.7

15403.15

-5535.55
-5498.61
-687 1.28
-szt 5.7 4

-385.45
-690.48
-3614.20
-661 6.59
-684 8.03

006

I1317.78

|2U.62

-l

2W7

22539.7 5

l r 468.58

-28934.26

-20514.18
-t237 6.35
-2580.34

Period
Average

I t 362.48

7636.35

-78991.83

-49668.26

102262.32

6812'7 .2

18991 .88

2

0829. 16

(iumulativc
Balancc

49668.3

Souce National Planning Commission (2009) with source data from Central Bank of Nigeria (2007)
Thc oational income identity is: GDP at market price= Cg +Cp + Ig + Ip + X-M.If *'e re-arrange, Net Expons 6-M)
(Cg +Cp + Ig + 1p). Which means a positive ttede balance is achieved by lowering private
consunption (Cp), piivate investrnent (lp), goveromeot consumptioa (Cg) ot public invcstment 0g). If investment is
sacrificed to run a su+lus trade balznce to pay for Eaancial services, the real coss is h terms of sornted gro*'th and go*'th
potcntials.
'o

= GDP at matket Price

-
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Financial crisis is a generic termwh.ich refers to the following:

(r)

liqaidiry nis* (when demand for money exceeds supply
are unable to meet their obligations to depositors and

(b)
O
(,1)

stack markct cra:b

of money and banks

creditors);

(deterioration in financial asset prices);

bank/aihres andfaihres of fnancial

seruice

organi1ation;

rurrenry n'isis (when the exchange rate depreciates suddenly and

sigrificandy

or when a country on fixed exchange mte regime is forced by speculative
attacks to devalue) ; and

@

souereign

deJa t ortdebt tepayrnent obligations.

"

Liquidity crisis, stock market ctash and bank failures may or may not be contagious.
However, curency ctisis and sovereign default would have impacts weli beyond the borders

of

the originating country.

II.3

Ethics

The synonyms for ethics include principle, morals, beliefs, moral codes and moral principle

wh.ich suggests that morality is the essence

of

ethics. Indeed ethics

in

philosophy

is also teferted to as motal philosophy which "involves systematizing,
defending, and recommending concepts of right and wrong behaviour"
fH'I-rP'//lvwnflIEPUTM.EDU/F.THICS/PzuNT/). Ethics t'F-T) or moral ohilosoohv can also be
presented in setnotation as:

(1)Er= {ME!NET,AET}
Where,

MET = Metaethics which investigates the sources of ethical principles and their
meanings

NET= Notmative ethics focuses on moral standards regulating right and wrong
AET = Applied Ethics which focuses on controversial ethical issues.

" This conccpnulDation is a sl.nthesis of defiruuons of Enancial crisis in http://wwvhighb€am.com/doc/1010+
Enancialcrisis.htrnl. wwwbusinessdictiooary.com/deEnition/financial-crisis.hrrnl and
htu::/ /en.urikioedia.orslu'iki/Finaocial crisis

39
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All three

aspects

of

ethics are relevant to the discourse on economic liberalism, hence,

globalization of liberalism including cross-border banking. Foundational to liberalism is the

individual's right

to

choose.

In

equilibrium theory the individual choosing ageflt is

characterized as a rational, self-interested hedonist with a capacity
judgement the attainment

to make

pedect

of subjectively defined material goals. The characterization

taises

both metaphysical and ethical questions. When human choice is an issue, at least three
ethical issues arise: morality (is the choice right ot wrong), prudence (is the choice ptudent)

or foresight and efficiency (is the choice the best attainable?). Undersanding the motive
forces driving human choices, the social implications and the wisdom embedded in the
choice is critical to the stability of human societies.

The notion

of

homo economicus (economic man ot rational man), the analytic fot

equilibrium theory embeds an ethical standard fot human behaviour. It is an ethical standatd
that glorifies hedonistic desires and the selfish pursuit
social consequences.

If

of

insatiable desires regardless

of

key players in national and global Enancial matkets are guided by

such moral standards, they would exploit all srategic opportunities tegardless

of

the social

consequences.

II.4

Srategic Choice Situation

A choice situation is strategic if the payoffs to agents depend on. their choices and the
choices of othets. For instance, in a foreigr exchange auction matket, success ot failure for
each bank submitting

a

bid at any foreign exchange auction depends on the bid submitted by

the bank and, the bids submitted by other banks.
other agents and acts

as

if

the choices

achieving its subjective goals.

In

such a setting, the agent that ignores

of othet agents do not matter

A srategic choice situation

is

ut

ikely to succeed

in

demands strategic behaviours

from playets.
Financial markets are strategic and imperfect markets subject to national laws, regulation

and supervision by national regulatory and supervisory organizations. With multilateral
agreements and negotiations on trade in financial services, neither players nor regulators

national financial markets could act non-srategically

if

in

they are to be successfi:l in attaining

their subjective goals within national and intetnational laws and conventions.
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Co@eting Clains abort tbe Inpaxs

of

Cmss-border Banking

This liberal line of reasoning applied to cross-botder banking gives rise to a set of claims
thatinclude:
(a). cross-border banking has

posiive effects on

of the financial

eficienry

the host economy that will in turn, have positive effects on economic

(b). cross-botdet banking supports the deaelopmefi
host

country- that

is, better quality

(c). commercial presence
access to

will

of the financial

system

of

grovth'';

system

of

the

of rules and enforcement;

cause economic agents

in host countries to

have

international capital;

of the financial system;
matkets is a more siglificant determinant of

(d). cross-border banking enhances rhe :taWliu
(e). degree

of

contestability

of

competitiveness than market structure and actual degree of en$y;

(f.

competition affects incentives of institutions and banks to innovate; etc.

Equilibrium theory which supports the claims above tests on axioms that ate empirically
invalid.'n In logic, when premises are untrue, the conclusions that depend on them cannot be

true. Yet, using the "F-Twist argument", Milton Friedman
Economics

n

hts M*bodolagy of Posirtu

xgrrcs for empirical testing of claims as the true test of t}re claims. The ptoblem

with the "F-TwisC' is that economics lacks a conclusive testing method. Hence, it ought to
be preferable to ensure that claims rests on axioms that are empirically valid.

The statement that agents have knowledge problems is true. This has become axiomatic
that rationality is bounded or limited and that

the quality

of

as a

result, (1) agents cannot optimize and (2)

choices agents make at any given point

in time depends on

their

computational capacities, access to infotmation and information costs.

The problems

of

adverse selection and motal hazard as well as the principal-agency

ptoblem caused by (1) infotmation asymmetries and (2) willingness of agents with strategic
advantages to exploit their advantages for private gains means that it cannot be reasonable

to assume that commercial ptesence of international banks will lead to efficiency, gtou'th,

arc in the form of lower costs of capital and highet rate o f rctutns on investment.
'' The psychologicd experiments of Khememan and Tversky, amongst others, show that men and women do not always

''The efficiency gains

behaveaspredictedbytherationarchoicemod.

*"ifii#*
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the financial system

of

a host

the host economy, institutions, government and private economic

agents.

The literature on market failures reveals that actions by consuming and producing agents

of negative external effects and lower private and
social costs leading to overproduction of goods and, marginal social benefits that exceed
marginal social costs giving rise to underproduction of merit goods. In addition, when
have third patty effects leading to cases

markets are not perfect and information is asymmetrical, strategic opportunities arise that
when exploited, lead to sub-optimal social outcomes. The theoretical literature makes cases

for govetnment intervention when market fails and when costs of bargaining in situations

of reciprocal externalities

are

prohibitive.

There are no guarantees that governments (1) will act to promote the social good always or
(2) have the capacities to effectively intervene. Indeed, many governments have fai.led to
varying degrees- Neo-liberalism use the failure

of

some govertunents to argue against even

the residual role assigned to the state by equilibrium theory. Indeed, the neo-liberalism
which emetged as a counter-revolution in the 1970s was opposed to tesidual roles for
governments even in cases

govefnment the role

of

of public goods

and merit goods. Yet, neo-liberalism assigns to

implementing liberalizing teforms. However,

if it is valid that

government is inefficient, its inefficiency wouid undermine even reform.

It

is

important to appreciate the logical and evidential challenges to equilibrium theory and,

to be prudential (wise), skeptical and carefirlly and systematically think thtough policy
challenges ot seeking greatet understanding about social phenomena. At the least, other
counter claims ought to be duly analyzed, systematized and evaluated given that the
litetature on liberalizzion,glob rzaion and cross-border bankingis notone sided.
Some of the counter claims worth contemplating are:
(a). increased competition causes bank's lending behavior to be riskier thus
.
increasing the risk of financial crisis;
(b) competition can have negative or positive impacts on access to banking
services;

Garba et al: Theoretical, Ethical and Strategic Issues in Liberalization and Globalization

G).

capital flows impact only

of

a

43

limited set of economic agents u/hile t}re impact

commercial presence on access to international capital is limited in

developing countries;

(d).

there is a trade-off (1) between efficiency and stability

of the Enancial

system and (2) between financial deepening and stabi.lity

of the financial

sYstem;

G). the structure of matkets (ownership structure and degtee of
conglomeration) matterc for the impacts of cross-border banking;

(0.

Commercial presence incteases the risk

of

contagion effects

of

Enancial

shocks;

O.

Financial liberalization has increased the ftequenry, speed and intensity

of

contagion.

Developing countries are mote l,ulnerable to financial crisis, pay far more costs and for
much longer time than developed countries. Many countries including Nigeria have not firlly

of

In addition, many
including Nigeria do not meet the conditions for benefiting effectively ftom financial
libetalization and cuffent account libetalization. It is thus unwise for govetnment and
Enancial regulators to embrace capital account libetalization regardless of the state of the
economy or of existence of generally accepted institutional preconditions for financial
[beralization. A check list of qualifring preconditions specified by a fotmer Managing
Director of the IMF include
recovered from the financial crisis linked to the debt crisis

1982.

(a) a sound domestic financial system,
@) adequate supervision and prudential regulations,
(c) good risk management capacities in banks and businesses,

(d) greatet transparency and

(e) market discipline.'u

" Horst Kohl6 (2001), 'New Challcnges for Exchange

Rzte

Polid', Kobc,JaNary

13, 2001

,
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former Deputy Managing Ditector of the IMF StanleyFisher affirms that:
''fbe IMF's position has long been tbat rupital-accornt liberali7ation
sho d proceed in an order! wa1: cotrnties sho d lft controls on
oatflows on! gradual! as the balann 0f paJr ent: stnngtbms;
liberaliqation of inJlovt sbosll start at tbe long end and more to tbe
sbon end onll as bankixgandfmrcial ystens are strengbeted."o

The statement indicates that the IMF does not beleve that freeing capital inflows and
outflows is good strat€gy for a counuy without a srong balance of payment position and
strong banking and financial system. Nigeria's balance

improved

h

of

payments position may have

1999-2007. However, cuttent revelations about lending portfolios

consolidated banks and the insolvency problems seems like

a

of

d6ji'r.,u to the early mid 1990s

banking crisis and, the revelations at the faiied bank tribunal.

The Internatianal Transfer Problem and Cross-border Banking

Often much is made within the policy cycle in Nigeria about the significance of
inflows of foreign capital. Since Keynes discourse of the transfer problem, it ought to be
obvious that financial transfers need not be confused with real transfers. Furthermore,

should not be taken for granted that inflows

of

it

foreign savings thtough commercial

plesence or capital flows would generate responses either by the monetary authorities and
economic agents that would accelerate economic transformation in Nigeria.

The crash

of

the Nigerian stock market has given Nigerian investors, regulators and

supervisors experience about (1) the volatility of portfolio flows; (2) the unsustainability

of

inflows of foteign savings into Nigeria, (3) the dangers of asset price bubbles fueled partly
by inflows

of foreign

savings and pardy by greed, expectation failures and regulatory and

supervisory failures. The insolvency and credit crunch follov/ing the unanticipated
vrithdrawals

of foreign savings makes it clear that

the aftermath

of unsustainable flows of

foreign savings is cosdy. For instance, as foteign savings are withdtawn, asset price crashed,

the stable exchange rate \nas unsustainable triggering devaluations and uncertainties
heightened by high exposure of banks to margin loans. The insolvency problems and credit
crunch that followed are ty?ical of financial crisis to which Nigeria was shielded hitherto
"

Stanley Fisher, "I-essons from a crisis",

(Ila E,onorrrir, Octobet 3t,2}{n).
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until it exposed itself by deepening and uridening financial and cuffent

45

account

liberalization.

Tables 1 and Table 2 show that as Nigeria deepened financial and current account
liberalization,

in the 1999-2007 en, it was hemotthaging financial capital through

its

tillions per annum and cumulated to N9.72 trillion.
cumulative net exports of foteign savings ftom Nigeda is US$128 billion,

invisible accountwhich averaged N1.08

In US$ terms the
a

sum far more than whatwas invested in Nigeria in the same period.

Table 2: Cumulative External Imbalances, 1999-2007
Account

1.

llalance of'['rade

,,

Invisiblc

(s

hipping, banking,

Avetage Annua

Cutrulativc

i41.42 trillion

|*12.?il rillion

- |*1.()8

trillions

|*9.72 ttillio n-

inswance and travels)

3.

N979.4 billion

Currcnt

Source: Tahle

N8.81 trillion

1

Tbe SodalpbilosopQy of Kqnes' GeneralTbeory

Chzpter 24

of

the General Tbeory is probably the most quoted. Yeg its true essence is

completely lost in the neoclassical synthesis (see Gatba and Garba, 2002 for argument).
Table 3 shows

a

summary of the core problems, atguments and advocacies. A close analysis

in the context of the contemporary v/odd indicates that:

(a) the contemporary society still fails to provide fi:ll employment ot close the wide
disparides in wealth and incomes;

(b) inequalities in vealthy and incomes have grown
(c) the rentier capitalist

has

grown stronger and mote sophisticated; his/her oppressive

powet to exploit the scarce value has grown in magnitude and in spatial reach
enabled by financial libetalization and capital account libetalization;

(d) financial capital has acquired a life and power; probably more powerfii than
national armies

as

ThomasJefferson once held;

(e) the state has been progressively disabled in (1) safeguading capitalism, (2) enabling
the successfi:l functioning of individual initiative and (3) cwbing the excesses

of
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pflvate rmtrauves;

($

state-private cooperation creates situations

of

moral hazard that encourages

behaviors that render decentralized decision making unable to serve the m $oity

of

citizens within nations and internationally without ftequent crisis;

(g) individualism has tluived and its values have become more self-oriented and
hedonist poweted by insatiable desires;

(tr) the state has tetteated progressively ftom the 1970s as the liberalism deepens and
widens;

(i)

no nation has learnt to provide fr, 1 employment by domestic policies and, ingenious

trade and financial devices have been frequendy deployed to gain sttategic
advantages in competitive struggles for matket; and

O

economists, practical men, men in authority, civil servants, politicians and agitators
remain slaves of deGrnct economists.

Keynes did vonder

if

his vision

of

a world where nations are able to provide frrll

employment, minimize inequalities in wealth and income, provide sufficient incentives

for

entrepreneurs to serve the best interests of communities and where no one is exploiting the
scatcity value

of

capital and where nations have no economic reasons to go to fight cosdy

wars. Under a liberal world

it

has not been realizable. Keynes seemed to doubt whether (1)

his vision had sufficient roots in the motive forces that govetned society and (2) the telative
balance

of power between those that would

be better

off with a wodd that fits the vision of

Keynes and those who would be worse off. With the benefit

of hindsight,

we argue that the

Keynesian was uruealistic because his vision required:

(a)

a

selfless and superior guatdian state;

@) the effective checking of defects and abuses of individualism through economic
incentives without fundamental changes in motivations and ethical standards; and
the motives that govetn the evolution

of

Simply put, Keynes placed far too much trust in the state and in the effectiveness

of

(c) that Keynes' vision had sufficient roots in
political societies.

economic incentives to check abuses and defects

of individualism. In addition, he assumed

wrongly that his motives converged with the motives that govern the evolution political
society.

Table 3: Summary of Chapter 24 the concluding Chapter
Key Point

of

Tbe General Tbeory

Elucidation

of society to
"provide fot firll
cmployment and its
arbitmry and
inequiable
distribution of wealth
aod incomc." (p.372).
Failue

BookI,II

and

III

address problem

of

frr.ll

employrnent

Cheptet 24 deds widr

1.
2.
3.
4.

Currentincqualities: usc taxation to remove inequalitics
No economic justification for widc dispadties in wcalth and iacomes
The gowth of capital depends on the savings of the dch

Howcvcr, growth of capital dcpcnds noton high propcnsity to save: no economic justification for great inequality
in wealth

5.

Thcre are social and psychological iustiEcations: wcalth seeking providcs (1) incentive for valuabte human
ectivities and (2) comparativdy harnrlcss channcl for othcrwise dangcrous human proclivities

2

Dealing with the

"cumulative
oppressive powet of
the cepita.list to
exploit the scatcity
ralue of capital."
(r.376)

6.

Statcs should prudendy allow the game

o

Futurc incquditias to bc mitigatcd by socializing capitel such

"I

as

th.t iotelcst rate=malginal efficiency of capital (I{EQ; both

supply

No intrinsic rcason for scarcity of capita.l

scc, thcrefote, thc rcnticr aspcct

(^)
O)

subjcct to rulcs and limiations providcd the average

of capital incrcases such that returns =product costs + a.llou,mcc fo! tisk + cost of skill and supervisioo
Euthanasia of the tcntiet that cxploits the scarcitylrlue of capit.l [note the value of Tobin Q]
should fall

o
o

of wealth making

of capitalism

as a

transitional phesc which wi.ll disappear when it has dooe its vork" p376

Tatgetgrowth incapital unti.lit ccascs tobc scarcc,
Usc schcmc

so

thatthe functionless invcstorwillnolongcrreceiveabonus

of direct taxation that allows thc co$cprcncur to channeldctcrrrunation and executive skills to service communiry

oo rcesooablc tctms of reward
(

c)

Challcnges: (1) balancing induccmcnt

of APC with

goal

of incrcasing capital supply

to deny capital

of its scarcity ulue withh

two gcnctations and (2) saviogs by currcnt gcncraoon to secure 6r.ll invcstment for succeeding gedcration
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Guiding influence on propensity to consume thtough: (1) tax; (2) fixing interest rates and (3) other means
Socialization of investment

Coopetation with private sector

Extension

of taditional

functions

of

governments: necessary

to (1) safeguarding capitalism and (2) successful

functioningof hdividual initiative

o

If

effective demandis adequate, average skill and average good forrune is enough.

Butif

demand is deficientonly those

exceptional skill and exceptional good fortune will succeed and while maoy with courage and initiative but without
those exceptional skill and exceptional good fortune will fail.

o
.
4

Role

of Individualism

r
o
.

5

Deaiing with the
"competitive struggle
for marked' to avoid
wars Gr.380)'

Avoid authoritadanism: 6.rll employment

Democntic government can cure the

is

gained at thecostof efficiencyand freedom.

disease

without sacrificing freedom andefficiency (p.381)

Residual before 6:ll employment but full when 6:ll employment is reached G.379)

Advantages: efficiency; vatiety

of Iife

(preserves traditions and embody most successful and most secure choices

of

previous generations- most powerful insttuments fota bettet future); best safeguard of personal liberties
Challenge: purge individualism

of

defects and its abuses

.

Domestic laissez faire and international gold standard consffains governments from dealing with problems

.
.

Consequendy competitive struggle formarkets is a critical means for maintaining and gtowing national prosperiry

of

unemplol'rnent at home allowinggovernments only the policy windows to improve balance of trade.

if nations can learn to provide themselves with 6il employment by their domestic policy. . . there need be no
important economic forces calculated to set the interest of one country against its neighbors . . . Ioternational rade
"But

would cease to be what it is, namely, a desperate expedient to maintain employment at home by forcing sales on foreign
markets and restricting purchases, which if successfirl, will mcrcly shift the problem of unemployment to theneighbors
rvhich is worsted in the struggle, but a $/illing and unimpeded exchange of goods and services in conditions of mutual
advattage" p.382-3.

sccond

fictor which probably playcd

a prcdominant part in the nin€t€en ccntury, aod might again, thar is germme to this discussion." 0.381'2).

6

Dangerous effects
the ideas

of

of

economists and
poLitical philosophers
and slavish attitudes
of economists,
practical men, men in
authority, civil
servants, politicians
and agitators (383-4)

49
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what are the motive forces governing the evolution of political societies? V/hat interest does the GT claim to serve and

which interests are opposed to it? Which intercsts is suonger?

"the ideas

of

powerfr:l than

ofNigeria

o
o
o

economists and political phi.losophets, both when tley ate right and vhen they ate wrong, are more
is

commonly undentood. Indeed the world

is

ruled by litde else." P383

Practical men and men in authority are slaves of some defunct economists

Most economists after the age of 25

-

35 age

group are not influeoced by new theories

Civil servants, politicians and agitators hardly apply the nevest ideas.
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Ethical and Sttategic Issues
Etbical Isstu

That liberalism is committed at the individual level to ethical standards rooted in selfishness,
greed and hedonism is well established. For cross-border banking, the international and
domestic moral standards are significant. The international ethical standards are embedded

in (1) the international rules of financial liberalisation and (2) the behaviours of the most
powerful states and the provisions of international banks and financial service institutions.
Just as we do in aggregating demand and supply to undertake market analysis, consistency

requires that international standards must be consistent with individual standards in a
liberalizing context.

In the absence of the international counterpart of the

t_rpe

of

state agent envisioned by

of competitive sttuggles for strategic advantages, differential capacities
of nations and players in international finance would inevitablv produce rules that are
unlikely to be fair and just and devoid of exploitation of strategic opportunities. That rules
Keynes, in a wodd

are

not fair to all nor allow for fair and equal competition

The question then

is, is

is rvell established

(footnote).

it possible for Nigeria given its current status in international finance

and trade to play the international finance game and; win?

S trategic

Issru

First, what is our experience? As indicated eadie! our recent economic history has been
dominated by (1) oil boom and bust rycles; (2) external debt-related financial crisis; (3)
structural adiusrnent and GDP deflation; (4) post-banking sector deregulation episodes of
banking crisis and (5) post-oil boom and post-banking consolidation-telated crisis. The
leading players with the quality, quantity and diversity

of

endowments that Nigeria have do

not have these types of economic history. It is, therefore, safe to assert that unless (1) the
individual and global ethical sandards change from triple core of greed, selfishness and
hedonism or (2) Nigeria acquires a greater crpzcity to Play to win, ctoss-border banking
would not produce bettet fruits than "the game of development finance".
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